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A Tribute to Simon Collins

to the Summer 2021 edition of the
Rotokare Bush Telegraph!
Thank you for your contributions:
Manukorihi Intermediate School—for
donating a trap box to the Halo project
Salisbury
Family—for donating
towards the purchase of a new drill set
Helen Griffiths—for donating $500
from proceeds on the sale of her book
Lyna Samosir—for a DeWalt skillsaw,
pole saw, and loppers
Peter Wilson—for inscribing more
wetland boardwalk sponsor names
Helen Zieltjes—for donating a black
walnut display cabinet
Trevor Thompson—for a new DeWalt
battery for our skill saw
Elsie Kleeman—for a native wildlife
book collection
W.R. Phillips—for donations towards
safe kiwi environments through the
Omoana and Halo Project through their
Community Support Programme
Tony Collins—for plumbing hardwarre
for the new boots-on toilet

Cheeky Champion for Conservation—Simon Collins (25/02/1973 — 20/03/2021)

Rotokare’s Sanctuary Manager Simon Collins was an indefatigable, passionate force for
conservation in Taranaki, New Zealand, and worldwide. A natural leader, fluent
speechmaker, and strong wildlife advocate, Simon played a huge role in making
Rotokare the incredible place it is today, including in facilitating the return of nine
species back into the sanctuary, three of which were previously extinct in Taranaki. His
ultimate vision was to have Rotokare “spewing” out wildlife naturally to the surrounding
environment. Simon valued the power of community and collaboration, and cared for his
Rotokare whānau deeply.

Matthew & Jackie Francis at Glen
th
Nui Station—for donation of lodge Simon passed suddenly of a heart attack while out cycling on Saturday 20 March
accommodation for kiwi dog handling 2021. His input, insight, and cheeky personality will be deeply missed by the all those
who were fortunate to know and work with him. A service to celebrate his life was held
team
on 27th March, 2021 in Stratford; in lieu of flowers, his family requested that donations
Bunnings Hāwera—for disocunted be made to the Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust.
vent grills and rope for kiwi boxes
Repco Hāwera—for discounted oil to A moving karakia at Rotokare, led by Tāne Houston of Ngati Tupaia, helped with the
passing of Simon’s spirit. In a very uncommon occurrence, in acknowledgement of the
use on oilstone for tool sharpening
esteem Ngati Tupaia held for Simon, his wairua/spirit was instilled as kaitiaki/guardian of
Anonymous Friend of the Lake—for Rotokare. His spirit remains strong at Rotokare and his legacy will live on in the reserve.
funding the new portable generator

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Follow us for news and stories

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Rotokare Update

From the Family

Message from Rotokare

Kua hinga te tōtara i te wao nui a Tāne / The tōtara has fallen in the house of Tāne

The Rotokare whānau are working through what is means to be without our friend and leader Simon Collins.
We deeply appreciate and gratefully acknowledge the many kind expressions of sympathy from our wider community.
Your support means a lot to us all. Please take this as a personal thank you.
We look forward to continuing Simon's legacy of ecological restoration at Rotokare and beyond. We thank you for your
part in the journey so far, and look forward to continuing it with you.
Ngā mihi maioha, Rotokare whānau

Welcome Julie Larcom
We welcome Julie Larcom to the team as the Acting Manager at Rotokare. The Larcom
family is Rotokare’s neighbour and Halo partner, and Julie has been a long-time
volunteer at the reserve, assisting the education and biodiversity teams in guided tours,
kiwi missions, and other tasks. She has also been working with the Trust and helping
Rotokare at a governance level. Julie brings a wealth of prior management experience to
the fold, and will be supporting the team in their efforts to continue sanctuary operations
at the reserve.
As her involvement with Rotokare has mostly been conservation-based, Julie is now
looking forward to working closely with the human species at Rotokare.

Volunteers Tony & Anne Recognised

Awards

We are thrilled to share that our amazing Rotokare volunteers Tony and Anne
Collins were recognized as a power couple at the Volunteer Recognition
Awards 2020 by Volunteering New Plymouth.
They’ve been valued members of the Rotokare whānau since 2014, often
staying overnight at the reserve in their motorhome and volunteering their help
with hihi feeds, plumbing, handy fixes, and other tasks. Tony and Anne are also
President and Secretary of North Taranaki Forest & Bird, and give their time
towards maintaining the 5ha Te Wairoa reserve and trapping for Towards
Predator-free Taranaki in Westown.
As Tony puts it , “We do it together. It’s part of us, it’s fun.”
We congratulate this awesome twosome for their efforts in improving
conservation and ecological restoration in Taranaki. The proof is in more birds, Tony and Anne Collins with Rotokare staff
more plants, more flowers, and more laughs.
Tricia and New Plymouth MP Glen Bennett

Reserve Update
Biodiversity
Kiwi Update

TKKR

It’s been a busy kiwi season at Rotokare! With breeding season coming to an
end, four monitored kiwi successfully hatched six chicks since mid-December.
Four of these chicks (Charlie, Forrester, Sangster, and another unnamed kiwi)
have since been translocated to Maungatautari Ecological Reserve in Waikato,
with one more chick to be transferred later this year. We ended 2020 with 37
kiwi founders at Rotokare and aim to introduce three more genetically-distinct
kiwi to strengthen and complete our founding population.

The unnamed kiwi chick slated for
translocation to Maungatautari

All five male kiwi that were translocated from Rotokare to the Totara block last
June bred successfully this season. One of the new males (Kohunui) paired up
with an original female resident of the Totaras, their union continuing the
bloodline of Mangamingi kiwi.

Biodiversity Update

Hihi / Stitchbird Update
The hihi breeding season is coming to an end with 43 chicks fledged and
banded thus far. Banding is a key part of hihi monitoring at Rotokare: each
bird is fitted with a unique combination of coloured leg bands to identify them
individually. On 22nd February, the 10th anniversary of the Christchurch
earthquake, our Conservation Manager Fiona paid homage to the affected
families by choosing the Canterbury colours of black and red to band one of
the season’s nestlings. There have been several sightings of unbanded
juveniles from natural nests and Mhairi McCready from the Hihi Conservation
Charitable Trust (HCCT) visited us in early March to catch and band these
birds. She will be returning in April to catch any remaining unbanded hihi.
Through December-January, we gradually switched out our wooden hihi
Juvenile hihi banded with the
feeders for new stainless steel feeders donated to us by the late Allan Canterbury colours of black and red
Anderson. This design makes it easier to keep the feeders clean and
hygienic, and safer for hihi. The hihi have been enjoying their new watering (more like sugaring!) holes
immensely.
Pāteke / Brown Teal Update

Pāteke warning signs at the reserve. Please drive
carefully and watch out for endangered ducks!

Our resident population has been busy. We were delighted to
spot the first young of the season in the carpark, eight ducklings
led by an adult from the first release. Our new pāteke signs are
even more important with this new cohort—please exercise
caution at night and check for ducklings under your vehicles
before leaving Rotokare. Following the successful breeding of
our resident pāteke, plans for another translocation in May are
underway to supplement our population. We are excited to
continue to establish pāteke in the Taranaki region!

Mokomoko / Lizards Update
As part of our species reintroduction strategy, we are planning to restart our lizard monitoring programme and
gauge the diversity and abundance of lizards at Rotokare. The team has been working with seasoned
herpetologists to develop a robust lizard monitoring plan. In late February, we invited key Taranaki
herpetofauna experts and agencies to a technical advisory group (TAG) meeting to review our monitoring plans
and work on a reintroduction strategy for endangered skinks and geckos.

Reserve Update
Biosecurity
Tracking Tunnels
With more tourists enjoying Rotokare through the summer months, we have continued to stay vigilant on the
pest-detection front. Two tracking card runs were delivered in the past four months—one in December and the
other in February—with both runs coming back clear. Please help us continue to stay pest-free by checking all
vehicles and water craft before entering Rotokare.

Tracks and Traps

Conservation Dogs

Richard and his mustelid dog Kōwhai

Pest-detection dogs are brought in regularly to scope out any pests left
undetected by our other pest management systems. Richard Johnstone
and his mustelid dog Kōwhai visited us in January and detected no
mustelids in the reserve. Brad Windust and his scat-detection dog Wero
arrived in early March to respond to a possible mustelid or cat incursion
but came up with no evidence of either animal’s presence within the
sanctuary.

Oxygen Weed / Lagarosiphon
Researchers from Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research have been collecting samples of oxygen weed/
lagorosiphon at Rotokare in February, as part of a study investigating possible biological control agents.
Oxygen weed is an invasive water plant that has been increasing around the lake’s fringes. The Trust is happy
to support this research to help us better understand how we could safely control this pest species and restore
balance to the wetland.
Hornwort
In the course of their lagarosiphon study, the Landcare Research team found a
fragment of hornwort in the lake. Hornwort is a highly invasive water weed found in
nearby lakes like Rotorangi, but not in Rotokare. This weed poses a significant
biosecurity threat to the lake and its environs, so please Check, Clean, and Dry
any water craft well before coming to Rotokare to ensure we keep hornwort out.

Operations

Ops Update

Boots-on Toilet
Our new boots-on toilet is now up and running thanks to an army of
volunteers helping the project along at various stages. Cheers to Litchy,
John Cooper, Wietze Hoogeveen, Paul Mackle, Tony Collins, Jenny
Kerrisk, and Aaron and Lucas Jacobson for their hard work and effort
towards this project.

Paul and Kane working on the cladding
for the new boots-on toilet

Mangamingi School Room Sign
The 113-year-old story of the Mangamingi School, and its transformation into Rotokare's Environmental Education
Centre, is now on display. After the school closed in 1988, the building changed hands until its last owner, Nadine
Percival, gifted the building to the Trust in 2008. With help from the
Taranaki Electricity Trust (TET) and the Rotokare community, the school's
spirit was rekindled as an educational hub and continues to live on as
Rotokare's Environmental Education Centre. Rotokare Scenic Reserve
Trust wishes to acknowledge the Eltham Community Board for granting
funds towards this project and the Rotokare community for helping us
research the school's history. The Mangamingi School sign can be viewed
The school sign on our education building during education visits or from 9am-4pm, Wednesday-Friday.

Reserve Update
Rotokare Halo
Rotokare’s Halo programme has been busy these
past few months. Notably, we’ve caught 344 ship
rats and 43 feral cats in the last 3 months alone,
thanks to the hard work of our Site Manager Kane
and our Halo volunteers.
Halo Expansion Update

Halo Update

52 more traps have been deployed on 230ha of
land in our Halo Expansion, including 43 DOC
200s, 5 DOC 250s, 1 Goodnature A12 trap, 2
Goodnature A24 traps, and 1 live capture cage.
This brings the total number of Halo traps to 1166, all checked monthly with the help of Halo volunteers. Some
of our special native species have begun to be sighted in the Outside Bush area, a fragment of the scenic
reserve skirting the outside of our eastern fence-line. Additional traps are being deployed to make it safer for
those special species.
Our volunteers continue to supply a steady stream of rabbit bait for Halo trapping, with over 25 hours spent
collecting and processing meat over the past few months. We’ve been baiting alternatively with fresh meat and
rabbit paste to keep targets interested.
Stoat Numbers in Halo
We’ve been tracking stoat catches over the last few years: the
increase in catches possibly corresponds to more stoat traps
on the ground and extra effort since releasing kiwi last June in
the Totaras. As our existing traps continue to be saturated, our
stoat vigilance remains high. Please keep an eye out for
stoats and reporting any sightings to Kane.
Kiwi Aversion Training
It’s been a year since Rotokare offered the first kiwi aversion training workshops for dogs in our community. If
you have put your dog through the course last year, it’s time for a refresher so get in touch with Kane for
training dates. If your dog has not received kiwi aversion training yet, please help us make the area safe for
kiwi and sign your dog up for our next workshop.

Watch out for Pāteke
Duck hunting season opens on 1st May. Please be
aware of endangered pāteke on neighbouring ponds,
and ID all targeted birds before pulling the trigger.

Can you help protect our Halo by deploying and checking traps? Contact Kane at 06 764 8500

Education Update
New Bush Classroom
Outdoor education at Rotokare has a whole new look with our new bush classroom! A project in the works for
almost six years is now seeing completion thanks to support from Beach Energy and Betts & Bishop
Landscaping & Construction Ltd., and the help of an army of Rotokare volunteers.

Education and Engagement Update

Built in the bush behind our Education Courtyard, the new classroom has a looped boardwalk that will host six
unique interactive stations dedicated to biodiversity and conservation at Rotokare. With construction well under
way, this fabulous space will be open to use and exploration by schools later this year.

Stairs to the new bush
classroom

The Herpetofauna station under construction on
the loop walkway

Volunteers Wietze and Litchy carefully check
measurements for a new station on the loop

Summer Holiday and Term 1 Fun
2021 began with a bang for Rotokare, with community events like our school holiday programmes, Rawhitiroa’s
School Gala and the South Taranaki Family Fun Day. The start of Term 1 saw hundreds of students enjoying
education programmes, camps, and other adventures at Rotokare.

Rotokare volunteers Alan and Bernice interact with
families at the South Taranaki Family Fun Day

Tech-y with Ngati
Ruanui 12NUiCODE

Students from St Patrick’s School Inglewood
learning about tracking cards and tunnels

April School Holiday Programme
Survival Game

Treasure Hunt

The ultimate game of tag
in the forest

Race around the lake to
discover its taonga

Wednesday 21st April
11am—1pm
Ages 8-16 only

Thursday 29th April
10am—1pm
All ages welcome

$5 per child

$5 per child

Bookings essential

Bookings essential

Book now by contacting Ash at educator@rotokare.org.nz or calling 06 764 8500

Community News and Events

If you are keen on construction and track maintenance, fence
maintenance, biosecurity monitoring (tracking tunnels or trap
work), biodiversity monitoring (feeding hihi, feeding pāteke,
bird surveys), education, or helping with public relations,
cleaning, or even donating a cooked meal for our working
bees, then get in touch with us at
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

Community
Focus

Archdeaconry of Waitotara Church Service at Rotokare
On Sunday 21st February, the members of the Archdeaconry of
Waitotara gathered on the Rotokare lawns for a special church
service lead by Archbishop Philip Richardson. The annual ritual is a
favourite for the congregation, who enjoyed a picnic on the lawns and
an amble through the bush after the service, and the younger
congregants ventured on the lake in their kayaks. We are thrilled that
our community chooses to host such special events at the lake.

The congregation gathers on the lawns in front
of Lake Rotokare for their service

Working Bees at Rotokare
On 13th January, a hardworking bunch from OMV helped us deploy the last of 2020 Volunteer Fieldwork and
Education Hours
the new stainless steel feeders donated to us by the late Allan Anderson.
OMV have been long-term sponsors of the Rotokare hihi reintroduction and
monitoring programme, so it was fitting for the team to contribute to hihi
management for the day. Thank you for your good mahi, OMV team, and we
hope to host you for another working bee soon!
2021 Volunteer Fieldwork and
Education Hours

January—626.25
February—715.5
March —861.5

Lifetime Member: Alan Rogers
We are honoured to recognise volunteer legend Alan Rogers as a Rotokare Lifetime Member. Alan has
supported Rotokare from the very beginning, helping us with pest eradication and fence installation back in
2007. He also assisted in developing our infrastructure, including the walkway, the buildings, the ridge walk
walkway, and the wetlands boardwalk. An integral part of our biodiversity team, Alan has regularly
accompanied us on kiwi missions and driven
kiwi eggs up to Rotorua for incubation. He also
monitors hihi nesting activity and helps with
supplementary feeding, both critical jobs in the
conservation of this species—he was the first
person to see hihi eggs in Taranaki in living
memory! To top it all off, he also leads many a
Sunday working bee every year.
Thank you, Alan, for making a difference at
Rotokare with your generosity, willingness, and
love for native wildlife.

Alan receives his Lifetime Membership from the
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust Chairman, Mike Weren

Rotokare Wish List

We need your help!

Our wish list contains particulars that would help staff Rotokare works hard to deliver significant conservation
and volunteers with their tasks—we welcome and community outcomes. Give us a hand by:
donations and contributions of the following:
•

Contributing wish list items

• A portable marquee

•

Donating towards current projects

• Small handheld torches (for public use on night

•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a $30$50 annual donation for news, updates, and invites to
special events

• Fridges/freezers

Help Us!

tours)
• Untreated wood offcuts (550m long x 110mm

wide, to make tracking tunnels with students)
• Old corflute boards (e.g. real estate signs)

Can you or someone you know help?
06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
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